cLc Learning Platform Best Practice 44
The cLc Learning Platform is supporting teaching and improving learning outcomes in schools around the
world. These Best Practice examples enable teachers to share experiences, ideas and recommendations to
support and aid other teachers tackling the same challenges.
Find more cLc Best Practice along with curriculum maps and ‘How To’ guides & films at www.clcsuccess.com
School: Greenacre School
LA: Medway
Teacher: Pete Stock
Students: Secondary
Contact: stocp003@medway.org.uk
Learning Focus: To engage students in responding to key questions within the diploma syllabus.
Curriculum Focus: Diploma (IT)
Tools used:
Forum

How this worked in practice: The students were tasked with identifying
key questions within their
diploma line of learning, and to respond to those questions set by each other in order to gain a shared and
mutual understanding of key objectives. This collaborative activity began with each student adding a question
to this ‘Answers and Resources’ forum, which can be seen in the example above left. Students then
engaged with each
question in turn and responded, giving their own understanding of the terms and key
points, alongside a range of
resources considered useful to aid this understanding.
Students were encouraged to seek as many responses as they could in order to gain the most collectively
agreed and accurate response to their question. By looking at the ‘views’ figures above it’s possible to see that
in many cases this extends to hundreds and in some cases thousands!
By the end of this sequence of work children had developed skills in:
IT: Definitions of key phrases and key concepts
Learning Skills: Peer review, Resource analysis, Interpretation, Collective response
Next Steps: The students could continue this interpretation & knowledge building using a

Wiki. Each

student could add
wikilinked terms and concepts as they are introduced during the course, for students
then to build upon as their understanding grows, adding
links, resources and editing the entries to
produce a comprehensive guide for revision purposes.

The named teacher has kindly agreed for this example and the relevant contact details, to be shared within the cLc community for other teachers benefit.
www.uniservity.com

